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ELEVATE EXPERIENCE
ELEVATE YOUR THINKING
12 HOURS
EXPERIENCE A DAY IN A LIFE OF AN
ACCENTURE CONSULTANT
Kung Ven Sze: “Accenture Malaysia is really
into transforming and also influencing the
manner in terms of how Malaysia works and
lives.”
Dionne Bain: “The Accenture Elevate
Experience is something totally new in the space
of recruitment. We are looking to bring in some
new innovation and try incorporate the life of a
consultant as part of the recruitment process. I
think we get a lot of new hires who comes in as
fresh graduate who has no idea what they are
coming in for when they joined Accenture. So we
are giving them a taste of that today so in
extension Malaysia is what we are looking at
focusing how we can improve the way
Malaysians works and lives. And today with
Project 57 we are trying to see how we can bring
a digitized solution into the mix and see how
they can bring sustainable unity to our youth in
Malaysia.”
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Kung Ven Sze: “Candidates will definitely be
able to be exposed to being able to deliver their
best, showcasing their potential in regards to
innovation, creativity, thinking out of the box.”
Yap Poh Hean: “They started with business
challenges and all so they get to speak to the
client and they get to learn the Accenture
methodology to go through the entire framework
on how to address problems, how to speak and
how to get information out of client. So basically
a whole spectrum of how Accenture usually
meet the client and do problem solving for the
client.”
Tang Chun How: “Adaptability is something
that’s very key in terms of shaping the right
consulting mindset, Also I think attitude is far
above aptitude being able to grow with the
condition, being able to stretch, grow and really
push the boundaries of what we feel is
conventional will really enable them to embrace
what it means to be a consultant in Accenture.”
Dionne Bain: “I think the way of campus
experience in the past where you have booths
being set up, candidates coming in, submitting
your CVs – those days are long gone. People
are now looking at having digitized solutions,
they want stuff on their phones, they want stuff
on the internet and the sort of what we are
bringing to them today. Things that are hot, upand-coming in the market and we are hoping
that will also energize them and give them a
better sense of what it’s like to really be in
Accenture and be part of that movement that
takes them forward and we also want to
remember that you are bringing in truly human
elements even though we are working really
hard, we play really hard as well.
[Crowd cheering]

